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Abstract

1. Introduction
Defocus blur will emerge when the scene is out of the
camera’s focus distance, which is a common phenomenon
in an image. Defocus blur detection (DBD) can be potentially used to many vision tasks (e.g., salient region detection [9], autofocus [39], depth estimation [19, 5]). Thus,
DBD has been gaining more and more research interest. Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)-based
DBD methods [25, 24, 43, 27, 44, 25, 11, 38, 45] achieve
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Although existing fully-supervised defocus blur detection
(DBD) models significantly improve performance, training
such deep models requires abundant pixel-level manual annotation, which is highly time-consuming and error-prone.
Addressing this issue, this paper makes an effort to train
a deep DBD model without using any pixel-level annotation. The core insight is that a defocus blur region/focused
clear area can be arbitrarily pasted to a given realistic full
blurred image/full clear image without affecting the judgment of the full blurred image/full clear image. Specifically, we train a generator G in an adversarial manner
against dual discriminators Dc and Db . G learns to produce a DBD mask that generates a composite clear image
and a composite blurred image through copying the focused
area and unfocused region from corresponding source image to another full clear image and full blurred image.
Then, Dc and Db can not distinguish them from realistic full clear image and full blurred image simultaneously, achieving a self-generated DBD by an implicit manner
to define what a defocus blur area is. Besides, we propose a bilateral triplet-excavating constraint to avoid the
degenerate problem caused by the case one discriminator
defeats the other one. Comprehensive experiments on two widely-used DBD datasets demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed approach. Source codes are available at:
https://github.com/shangcai1/SG.

DUT dataset; Deleting the n-th block
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Figure 1. Semantic correlation comparison of saliency object detection (SOD) and defocus blur detection (DBD). (a)-(c): source
image, SOD result, and DBD result. (d) and (e) are lesion studies
of SOD and DBD on ECSSD dataset [33] and DUT dataset [44],
respectively. ResNet50 [7] is fully trained, and then we measure
the importance of each convolution block by removing it, leaving
the skip connection unchanged.

a high performance through abundant labeled data (e.g.,
pixel-level annotation [20, 43]). However, manual annotation is time-consuming and error-prone. In order to bridge
this gap, we make an effort to obtain DBD directly from real
images without using any pixel-level annotation.
Intuitively, some unsupervised segmentation tasks, such
as saliency object detection [35, 36] and semantic segmentation [31, 14, 8, 13, 30, 17], can be used to relieve our
problem. For example, Zhang et al. [36] propose a “supervision by fusion” strategy through generating reliable supervisory signals in the process of weak saliency model fusion. Bielski et al. [2] adopt the idea, where objects can
be moved locally independently of a given background, to
design perturbed generative models for unsupervised object
segmentation. In brief, these methods always employ ob-
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ject semantic information to achieve unsupervised segmentation. However, the object semantic information is weakly related to DBD [37]. Figures 1 (a)-(c) show the visual
comparison. In contrast to saliency object detection that
segments semantic objects (e.g., cat and bird), DBD detects focused clear areas that ignores semantic integrity. For
example, the clear head of a cat and partial weak semantic stumps are detected. Moreover, inspired by the validation in [28] that residual networks can be seen as a collection of many paths where they do not strongly depend
on each other, we delete individual convolution block path
from ResNet50 [7] after it has been fully trained to analysis the semantic correlation. As shown in Figure 1 (e),
deleting any high-level semantic blocks (D12-D15) has no
a noticeable performance change. However, deleting some
low-level convolution blocks (D1-D11) will reduce the performance. This is contrary to saliency object detection that
strongly relies on high-level semantic features (see Figure 1
(d)). Therefore, weak semantic correlation brings a larger
challenge for unsupervised DBD.
Based on the attribute of weak semantic correlation in
DBD, a principle can be acquired: A defocus blur region
can be arbitrarily moved relative to a given realistic full blurred image without affecting the judgment of the full
blurred image; Similarly, a focused clear region can be randomly pasted to a given realistic full clear image without
affecting the criterion of the full clear image. Sequentially,
we propose a unsupervised learning framework 1 through
this principle.
The core idea is that we firstly build a generative network
to output a DBD mask without ground truth as supervision.
Then, the focused and unfocused regions are cut out through
the predicted mask from corresponding source image, respectively. Afterwards, two composite images of Cc and
Cb , obtained by pasting the focused region and unfocused
region to another full clear image and full blurred image, are
fed into two discriminative networks, respectively. The discriminators aim to distinguish whether Cc is a realistic full
clear image and Cb is a realistic full blurred image. In order
to fool the discriminators to believe that, the generator must
output a DBD mask that accurately cuts out the focused region and unfocused area from corresponding source image.
Therefore, we achieve an implicit manner to define what a
defocus blur area is, that avoids manual labelling.
Especially, the motivation of implementing dual adversarial discriminative networks is to avoid a degenerate solution that generates a partial or an excessive DBD mask
to fool the discriminator successfully. Specifically, if a single discriminative network is adopted, a partial DBD mask
can generate a full clear image to fool the discriminator (see
the second row of Figure 2). On the other hand, an exces1

Here, “unsupervised” means that our method achieves DBD without using
any pixel-level manual annotation.
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Figure 2. Motivation of implementing dual adversarial discriminative networks. (a)-(c) are source image, full clear image, and
full blurred image, respectively. (d)-(f) are DBD mask, composite blurred image, and composite clear image, respectively. In the
second row, a partial DBD mask can compose a full clear image to
fool one discriminator (expressed as X), but can not generate a full blurred image to fool another discriminator (marked as ×). An
excessive DBD mask has the opposite effect (see the third row).
In contrast, the DBD mask generated with the help of dual adversarial discriminative networks is accurate, such that the composite
blurred image and composite clear image can fool dual discriminators successfully, as shown in the fourth row.

sive DBD mask can generate a full blurred image to fool
another discriminator (see the third row of Figure 2). Our
proposed dual adversarial discriminative networks can alleviate this problem. Since a partial DBD mask can generate
a full clear image to fool one discriminator, but can not simultaneously generate a full blurred image to fool another
discriminator. Similarly, the principle is used to avoid the
failure of generating an excessive DBD mask. Therefore,
only if the produced DBD mask is accurate can the composite blurred image and composite clear image fool dual
discriminators successfully (see the fourth row of Figure 2).
Additionally, in the adversarial training process for our
unsupervised framework, one discriminator easily defeats the other one, which will force the generator to generate
a full DBD mask or an empty DBD mask. To avoid this
failure, we propose a bilateral triplet-excavating constraint
to effectively balance these two discriminators. Specifically, we first implement a classification network to excavate
the feature relationship of triplet images among the realistic
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full clear image, full blurred image and mixed image which
includes both clear region and blurred area. Afterwards,
we encourage the feature-space distance between the composite clear image Cc and another realistic full clear image to get closer, and simultaneously inspire the distance of
the composite blurred image Cb and another realistic full
blurred image to be smaller. With this constraint, the two
discriminators can easily achieve a balance, which thereby
makes the mechanism of encouraging the generator to produce an accurate DBD mask to simultaneously fool the two
discriminators come into force.
Main contributions in this paper are summarized as follows.
• We make an effort to train an effective deep defocus
blur detector without using any pixel-level manual annotation.
• We build dual adversarial discriminative networks to
force the generator to produce an accurate DBD mask.
• We propose a bilateral triplet-excavating constraint to
avoid the degenerate problem, where one discriminator defeats the other one, easily making the generator
produce a full or an empty DBD mask.
We validate the effectiveness of the proposed unsupervised module on two widely-used benchmark datasets.

2. Related Work
2.1. Fully Supervised DBD Methods
Recently, CNN-based methods [43, 25, 44, 11, 27, 38,
12, 45, 25] have substantially improved the performance of
DBD. Among these methods, multi-level feature integration
strategy is mainly studied. For instance, Kim et al. [11]
implement a encoder-decoder network with long residual
skip-connections to combine low-level structural features
and high-level contextual features. Tang et al. [27] fuse
and refine the multi-level features by a cross-layer manner,
where low-level features are propagated to top layers for
refining the details and high-level features are propagated
to bottom layers to help locate the defocus regions. Besides, some other strategies are successfully implemented
for DBD. Zhao et al. [43] propose a multi-stream bottomtop-bottom network to fuse multi-scale image information.
Zhang et al. [38] use a dilated convolution with pyramid
pooling to preserve details. Cross-ensemble network [45],
which enhances diversity of multiple DBD learners, is designed to improve accuracy and speed. In particular, Zhang
et al. [37] adopt a cut-and-paste scheme for data augmentation and combine pixel-level fully supervised learning for
DBD.
However, training these models requires abundant expensive pixel-level labels. Addressing this problem, we

propose a unsupervised learning framework to obtain DBD mask directly from the collection of real images without
any pixel-level annotation. Our method is the first attempt to
define what a defocus blur region is automatically, through
identifying a powerful principle based on the characteristic
of the weak semantic correlation of DBD.

2.2. Unsupervised DBD Methods
Unsupervised methods for DBD mostly utilize handcrafted features in transform domain [40, 21] and spatial domain [32, 10, 15] to measure defocus blur. For example, Shi
et al. [21] use sparse representation and image decomposition to extract blur features. Golestaneh et al. [1] propose a
sort transform of gradient magnitude and a high frequency
multiscale fusion to estimate defocus blur. Yi et al. [34]
adopt the local binary patterns to design a sharpness metric.
Besides, the feature integration of the spatial domain and
transform domain is investigated [19, 26]. For instance, Shi
et al. [20] combine gradients, Fourier features and local filter features to detect blur. Besides, Zhao et al. [42] design
a weakly-supervised recurrent constraint network for DBD
using bounding box annotation.
Hand-crafted-based unsupervised methods and weaklysupervised method have been demonstrated to be effective
in some specific cases. However, they are not robust to distinguish blur for complex scenes.

2.3. Unsupervised Object Segmentation Methods
Unsupervised methods have been explored in many visual tasks, e.g., person re-identification [29], image restoration [3], and image fusion [41]. The work that closely relates to ours is unsupervised object segmentation. On one
hand, unsupervised domain adaptation, where the models trained from synthetic data transfer to unlabeled source
images, is explored to mainly address domain shift problem for object segmentation. Wang et al. [31] ease the
domain shift between the synthetic data and the real data to improve semantic-level alignment. Pan et al. [14]
propose a two-step self-supervised domain adaptation approach to minimize the inter-domain and intra-domain gap.
On the other hand, semantic correlation within a object is
utilized to build unsupervised object segmentation framework. [13, 30] excavate the inherent correlation among
video frames and design attention mechanisms to obtain object segmentation without using labels as supervision. Prior
knowledge of the object (e.g., shape and contrast) is adopted to structure an unsupervised method in [6]. In addition, [17, 2] build on the idea that objects can move independently of their background to achieve the unsupervised
object segmentation.
Existing CNN-based unsupervised object segmentation
methods mainly take advantage of the object semantic correlation. However, the semantic information is weakly re-
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lated to DBD. Thus, the ideas of unsupervised object segmentation methods can hardly be used to our task. In this
paper, we capture a principle that a defocus blur region or
focused clear area can move without affecting the judgment of its blur or clear region, and propose dual adversarial
discriminative networks to force a generator to produce a
accurate DBD mask without using any pixel-level manual
annotation. Besides, we explore the degenerate problem,
where one discriminator defeats the other one to make the
generator generate a full or empty mask, and further propose a bilateral triplet-excavating constraint to avoid it.

3. Learning to Detect Defocus Blur without
Pixel-level Annotation
Our framework builds on the successful approach of generative adversarial network (GAN) [4], which includes two
main building blocks: A generator G and two discriminators Dc and Db , as shown in Figure 3. G is trained against Dc and Db in an adversarial manner, i.e., G learns to
produce a DBD mask that generates two composite images
of Cc and Cb through copying the focused area and unfocused region from corresponding source image to another
full clear image and full blurred image, and then Dc and Db
can not distinguish them from realistic full clear image and
full blurred image simultaneously.
One aspect that we would like to highlight: We introduce
random realistic full clear image and full blurred image unknown to the generator G in the training process. Therefore,
the generator G must output a DBD mask that can combine
corresponding focused and unfocused regions with arbitrary
full clear image and full blurred image to fool two discriminators Dc and Db simultaneously into believing that the
composite images are full clear and full blurred. This is an
implicit manner to define what a defocus blur area is, without using any manual annotation.

3.1. A Generator for DBD Mask
Consider N training samples T = {T1 , T2 , ..., TN }, and
Tn has M = H × W × K dimensional, where H, W and
K stand for the height, width and number of channels of the
n-th sample, respectively. Note that the training samples
have no corresponding manual pixel-level annotation. We
aim to train a generative model taking the form: Mn =
G(Tn ; WG ) that predicts a DBD mask Mn ∈ [0, 1] given an
image Tn , where WG is weight parameters of the generative
model.
We would like to generate two composite images of Cc
and Cb by utilizing the mask Mn to move the focused and
unfocused regions from corresponding source image to another full clear image Ic and full blurred image Ib , respectively. Formally, this can be written as
Cc (Mn ) = Mn ⊗ Tn ⊕ (I − Mn ) ⊗ Ic ,

(1)

Cb (Mn ) = (I − Mn ) ⊗ Tn ⊕ Mn ⊗ Ib ,

(2)

where ⊗ stands for a pixel-wise multiplication operation,
⊕ expresses pixel-wise addition operation, and I indicates
a matrix in which all elements are 1. Visual description is
shown in the grey path of Figure 3.
Then, the generator G is trained in an adversarial manner
against two discriminators Dc and Db (see the orange path
in Figure 3), where we minimize the following loss
LG (WG ) = ET∼Pt [log(1 − Dc (Cc (G(T; WG ))))]
+ET∼Pt [log(1 − Db (Cb (G(T; WG ))))],

(3)

where WG expresses weight parameters of the generator
G, and Pt illustrates the probability density distribution of
training images.

3.2. Dual Adversarial Discriminators
If a single discriminator Dc or Db is implemented to distinguish whether Cc or Cb is a full clear image or a full blurred image, a trivial solution will be created that the
generator produces a partial or an excessive DBD mask to
fool the discriminator successfully (see Figure 2). Here, dual adversarial discriminators are designed to alleviate this
problem. A partial DBD mask can generate a full clear image to fool the discriminator Dc , but can not simultaneously generate a full blurred image (i.e., the generated image
contains partial clear regions) to fool the discriminator Db .
Vice versa, an excessive DBD mask can not generate a full
clear image to fool the discriminator Dc . To train the dual
discriminators, we maximize the following loss
′
′′
′
LD (WD
; WD
) = EIc ∼Pc [log(Dc (Ic ; WD
))]
+ET∼Pt [log(1 − Dc (Cc (G(T; WG ))))]
′′
+EIb ∼Pb [log(Db (Ib ; WD
))]
+ET∼Pt [log(1 − Db (Cb (G(T; WG ))))],

(4)

′
′′
where WD
and WD
are weight parameters of the discriminators Dc and Db , respectively. Pc and Pb stand for the
probability density distributions of realistic full clear images and full blurred images, respectively. Ic and Ib are
full clear training sample dataset and full blurred training
sample dataset, respectively. Illustration to this process is
shown in the orange path of Figure 3.
Now, the generator has an incentive to produce a accurate
DBD mask, since a partial or an excessive DBD mask will
synthesize a mixed image, which includes both clear region
and blurred area. And the discriminators can successfully
distinguish it.

3.3. Averting A Degenerate Solution
Our unsupervised framework aims to implement dual
adversarial discriminators, forcing the generator to generate a accurate DBD mask, where a degenerate case easily
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Figure 3. Architecture illustration of the proposed framework that generates DBD without using pixel-level annotation. The framework
consists of three components: (1) Dual adversarial discriminative models are designed that force the generator G to produce DBD mask M
accurately (orange path); (2) Composite clear image and composite blurred image are generated through utilizing M to paste the clear area
and blurred region of source image to a full clear image and full blurred image respectively (grey path); (3) A bilateral triplet-excavating
constraint model is built by a classifier to balance the dual discriminators (blue path).

emerges in the adversarial training process, e.g., one discriminator wins the other one that makes the the generator
produce a full DBD mask or an empty DBD mask. Specifically, if the discriminator Dc defeats the discriminator Db ,
the generator G will produce an empty DBD mask to select a realistic full clear image as the synthesized image, and
vice versa.
This case can be automatically relieved in our framework, since the generator is encouraged to fool the two
discriminators simultaneously. Interestingly, we find that
adding a bilateral triplet-excavating constraint loss significantly assists a balance of the two discriminators and improves DBD performance. Specifically, we encourage the
feature-space distance between the composite clear image
Cc and another realistic full clear image to get closer, and
simultaneously inspire the feature-space distance between
the composite blurred image Cb and another realistic full
blurred image to be smaller. This gives a bilateral tripletexcavating loss to the generator
|V (Cc (Mn ))V (Ic (Mn ))|
]
|V (Cc (Mn ))||V (Ic (Mn ))|
(5)
|V (Cb (Mn ))V (Ib (Mn ))|
+ cos[
]}.
|V (Cb (Mn ))||V (Ib (Mn ))|

LB (WG ) = 2 − {cos[

Here, we implement a classification network to excavate the
triplet relationship among the realistic full clear image, full
blurred image and mixed image. This can ensure that the
feature V (·) is related to defocus blur.

3.4. Joint Training
Summarizing the above descriptions, our overall loss
function is
′
′′
LO (WG ; WD
;WD
) = ηLG (WG )
′
′′
+ LD (WD
; WD
) + LB (WG ),

(6)

where η is a hyperparameter. Therefore, together with the
bilateral triplet-excavating loss, the generator is trained in
an adversarial manner against two discriminators, achieving a unsupervised framework for DBD without using any
manual pixel-level annotation successfully.

3.5. Architecture
As shown in Figure 3, our unsupervised framework consists of three modules: (1) A generator G, which is used
to generate DBD mask; (2) Two discriminators Dc and Db ,
which are implemented to distinguish whether the composite images Cc and Cb are a full clear image and a full blurred
image, respectively; (3) A classification network, which is
employed to excavate the triplet relationship among the realistic full clear image, full blurred image and mixed image.
We briefly describe their architectures as follows.
Generator. The structure of our generator is similar to
U-Net [18]. Specifically, the first five convolution blocks
(denoted as CB 1, CB 2, CB 3, CB 4, CB 5) of VGG16 [22] is utilized as the encoder to extract high-level features. Correspondingly, a decoder consisting of 4 convolution blocks (named as DCB 1, DCB 2, DCB 3, DCB 4)
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Table 1. Importance study of dual adversarial discriminators using F-measure and MAE values on both DUT and CUHK datasets. Dc and Db are the discriminators that distinguish whether the
composite image is full clear and full blurred, respectively.
Scheme

CUHK
F-measure
MAE

Single Dc
Single Db
Dc and Db

0.360
0.353
0.719

0.264
0.699
0.148

Table 2. Influence study of bilateral triplet-excavating constraint
through adjusting η.
Weight

DUT
F-measure
MAE
0.372
0.367
0.683

η=0.000
η=0.005
η=0.010
η=0.050
η=0.500

0.282
0.686
0.190

generates the DBD mask, which has the same resolution
with the source image. In front of DCB x, a bilinear interpolation is used to upsample the features, and a skip connection from CB x (x = 1, 2, 3, 4) is added after DCB (5−x)
to integrate low-level detailed features.
Discriminators. Discriminators Dc and Db have the same
architecture, where 9 convolutions with kernel size of 3 × 3
are stacked to extract high-level features. Then, a global
average pooling operation is adopted to reduce dimension
as a vector of 512 × 1, and followed by two fully connected
layers F C 1024 and F C 1 to generate a one-dimensional
vector, which judges whether the composite image Cc is full
clear or Cb is full blurred.
Classifier. The classifier uses the first five convolution
blocks of VGG16 to extract high-level features. After that,
a global average pooling operation is implemented to reduce dimension as a vector of 512 × 1, and then two fully
connected layers F C 128 and F C 3 to generate a threedimensional vector, which discriminates whether the input
image is a full clear image, full blurred image or mixed image. Here, the vector of 512 × 1 is adopted to align the
features of the realistic full-clear image Ic with the composite full-clear image Cc , and the realistic full-blur image
Ib with the composite full-blur image Cb through Eq. (5).

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
Datasets. Two common datasets CUHK [20] and DUT [43,
44] with pixel-level annotation are adopted in this work. We
implement the same strategy with [44], where the number of
training images & testing images are 604 & 100 in CUHK
dataset and 600 & 500 in DUT dataset respectively, to evaluate our method. Notice that, pixel-level annotation is not
used in the process of training our model.
In addition, we construct a new dataset (FCFB) including 500 natural full clear images and 500 natural full
blurred images to facilitate the training of our model. FCFB contains a variety of unfocused blurred and focused clear
scenes, making our model be successfully implemented.
Implementation. We implement the proposed model using
Pytorch on a RTX 2080Ti GPU with batch size 4. Adam
with learning rate 0.0002 and momentum 0.9 is utilized as

CUHK
F-measure
MAE
0.719
0.778
0.769
0.738
0.734

DUT
F-measure
MAE

0.148
0.118
0.119
0.133
0.148

0.683
0.686
0.701
0.673
0.670

0.190
0.183
0.172
0.182
0.197

Table 4. Effect study of dataset FCFB using F-measure and MAE
values on both DUT and CUHK datasets. FCSB(nD) stands for
simulated dataset containing n blur-degree images and natural full
clear images.
Training dataset
FCSB(1D)
FCSB(2D)
FCSB(3D)
FCSB(4D)
FCSB(5D)
FCFB

CUHK
F-measure
MAE
0.715
0.746
0.760
0.757
0.768
0.769

0.150
0.141
0.132
0.130
0.123
0.119

DUT
F-measure
MAE
0.610
0.621
0.639
0.624
0.655
0.701

0.215
0.213
0.208
0.208
0.192
0.172

the optimizer. Classifier is pretrained to obtain the capability of excavating the triplet relationship among the full clear
image, full blurred image and mixed image. Then, we train
the generator and dual adversarial discriminators to produce
a DBD mask without using manual pixel-level annotation.
Evaluation. We adopt four evaluation methods including
F-measure value [43, 44], mean absolute error (MAE), Fmeasure curve and Precision-Recall (PR) curve to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. The F-measure
is an overall performance measurement, which is calculat2
)·P recision·Recall
2
ed as follow: Fβ = (1+β
β 2 ·P recision+Recall , where β is
0.3. A larger Fβ indicates a better performance. MAE is
used to measure the pixel-wise dissimilarity between the
ground truthP
Gt and DBD mask M , which is defined as:
P
M AE = P1 p=1 |Gt (p) − M (p)| , where p stands for the
pixel position, and P is the total number of pixels. A smaller MAE demonstrates a more accurate result.

4.2. Ablation Study
Importance of Dual Adversarial Discriminators. In Sec.
3.2, we introduce dual adversarial discriminators Dc and
Db that force the generator G to generate an accurate DBD
mask. Here, we compare two schemes. One is using a single discriminator Dc to make G produce a DBD mask, such
that generates a composite clear image to fool Dc . The other
one is utilizing a single discriminator Db to force G to generate a DBD mask, such that obtains a composite blurred
image to fool Db . The results are shown in Table 1. Dual adversarial discriminators can achieve significant performance improvement.
Visual comparison is shown in Figure 4. When a sin-
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Figure 4. Visual comparison of DBD masks generated by different schemes. (a) source; (b)-(c) DBD mask with single discriminator Dc and
corresponding composite clear image; (d)-(e) DBD mask with single discriminator Db and corresponding composite blurred image; (f)-(h)
DBD mask with dual discriminators Dc and Db , and corresponding composite clear image and blurred image. A single discriminator Dc
or Db can be successfully cheated by a degenerate solution. However, only the DBD mask is accurate that can cheat dual discriminators
Dc and Db simultaneously.
Table 3. Quantitative comparison of the state-of-the-art approaches using F-measure and MAE scores. ”(U)” and ”(S)” denote unsupervised
and supervised with pixel-level manual annotation, respectively. Average time is calculated on a workstation with a RTX 2080Ti 11G GPU
for an image size 320 × 320.
Metric
DUT
CUHK
Average time

Unsupervised methods
Supervised methods
SVD [23] DBDF [20] SRID [21] KSFV [15] SS [26] DHCF [16] HiFST [1] Ours(U) Ours(S) BTBNet [43]

F-measure
MAE
F-measure
MAE

0.664
0.282
0.750
0.242

0.503
0.376
0.579
0.311

0.493
0.516
0.446
0.573

0.562
0.271
0.521
0.300

0.669
0.293
0.701
0.270

0.471
0.412
0.477
0.374

0.686
0.251
0.701
0.233

0.701
0.172
0.769
0.119

0.794
0.153
0.884
0.079

0.767
0.197
0.861
0.113

Seconds

7.558

45.45

3.758

19.13

0.395

11.76

47.62

0.005

0.005

25.00

gle discriminator Dc or Db is used, a degenerate solution
can generate a composite clear image or blurred image that
successfully cheats the discriminator, as shown in Figures 4
(b)-(e). In contrast, only dual discriminators Dc and Db are
adopted to produce an accurate mask, which can make the
composite clear image and blurred image cheat Dc and Db
simultaneously, as shown in Figures 4 (f)-(h).
Influence of Bilateral Triplet-excavating Constraint. In
Sec. 3.3, we propose a bilateral triplet-excavating constraint
to assist a balance of the dual discriminators in the process
of adversarial training. We study the influence of the proposed bilateral triplet-excavating constraint by relatively adjusting the parameter η in Eq. (6). Table 2 shows the results.
With the increase of η, the performance first becomes better and then decreases. The reason is that a small η makes
bilateral triplet-excavating constraint dominant, and a large
η will relatively restrain the effect of dual adversarial discriminators. Here, we take η = 0.01 for experiments.
Effect of Dataset FCFB. We collect a new dataset FCFB
consisting of 500 natural full clear images and 500 natural
full blurred images to help facilitate the training of our model. We study effect of FCFB by comparing with simulated
blurred images. Inspired by [43], we adopt a Gaussian filter

with a standard deviation 2 and window size 7 × 7 to blur
the full clear image repeatedly, thereby obtaining simulated images with different degrees of blur. Then, we use the
simulated full blurred images and natural full clear images,
which is named as FCSB, to help train our model. Table 4
shows the results. With more degrees of blur in FCSB, the
performance is better. However, when n ≥ 4, the performance has no obvious improvement due to the limited single degree of blur within one image. FCFB is used to train
proposed model that achieves the best performance. Since
the natural full blurred image contains more degrees of blur
within one image, improving the optimization of the model.

4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
Thanks to the capability of dual adversarial discriminators that forces the generator to produce an accurate DBD mask, we successfully implement an unsupervised DBD method without using any pixel-level manual annotation.
Our method is compared with seven unsupervised methods, including high-frequency multi-scale fusion and sort
transform of gradient magnitudes (HiFST) [1], combining
deep and hand-crafted features (DHCF) [16], discriminative
blur detection features (DBDF) [20], sparse representation
and image decomposition (SRID) [21], spectral and spatial
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Figure 5. Visual comparison of DBD masks produced by ours and other unsupervised ones. (a)-(j) are source, ground truth, SVD, DBDF,
SRID, KSFV, SS, DHCF, HiFST, and our unsupervised model (without using pixel-level manual annotation). Our model consistently
generates DBD masks closest to the ground truth.
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Figure 6. Comparison of precision-recall curves and F-measure curves of unsupervised DBD methods on CUHK dataset and DUT dataset.

approach (SS) [26], kernel-specific feature vector (KSFV)
[15], and singular value decomposition (SVD) [23]. Besides, we compare two full supervised deep learning methods. One is training our generator using cross entropy
loss with pixel-level annotation, and the other is the multistream bottom-top-bottom network (BTBNet) [43]. In order
to implement a fair comparison, we use the recommended
parameter settings to generate results, or directly download
the results provided by authors.
Quantitative evaluation is shown in Table 3. Our unsupervised model outperforms the second-best HiFST by
9.7% and 2.2% in MAE on CUHK dataset and DUT dataset,
respectively, while lowering the MAE significantly. Besides, our unsupervised model achieves competitive performance comparing with supervised BTBNet (e.g., 8.6% and
10.7% performance gaps in F-measure on DUT and CUHK
datasets, respectively). Moreover, our unsupervised model
is highly efficient with the average testing time of 0.005s.
Precision-recall curves and F-measure curves are shown in
Figure 6. Our method performs favorably against other
methods on both datasets.
Visual comparison results are provided in Figure 5, including various challenging scenes, i.e., cluttered background, low-contrast focused areas, and unfocused foreground. It can be seen that our method highlights focused
areas the most accurately (see the last column).

5. Conclusions
We present an effective method to train a deep DBD
model without using any pixel-level annotation. The core
of our method is the introduction of dual adversarial discriminators, forcing the generator to generate an accurate
DBD mask. Thus, the DBD mask can be used to generate a composite clear image and a composite blurred image
to simultaneously fool the dual discriminators into believing that the composite images are full clear and full blurred,
thereby achieving an implicit manner to define what a defocus blur area is. In addition, we design a bilateral tripletexcavating constraint to assist a balance of the two discriminators, where we encourage the feature-space distance between the composite clear image and another realistic full clear image to get closer, and simultaneously inspire the
feature-space distance between the composite blurred image and another realistic full blurred image to be smaller.
Extensive experimental results on two widely-used datasets verify that our method outperforms most of unsupervised
methods, while owning the fastest calculation speed.
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